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The Undead 

 

Vampire- one of the Soul Collectors 

Vampire - The Vampire collects the souls of units he defeated, and gets their 

basic strength.  If it has defeated two units, it will keep both units and have two 

dice. In a coordinated attack, it can keep all the defeated units within his range.  

The Vampire holds all the defeated units under him until he dies in battle. 

 

Q: Can the Vampire use the basic strength of the defeated unit in the same round he got it? 

A: Yes. Immediately after the vampire collects a soul, he can use it. If he was attacked in the same round 

by another unit, he could use the extra basic strength.  (remember though, he will not be able to initiate 

an attack) 

 

Q: What is the maximum number of units the Vampire can keep under him?  

A: The Vampire can keep a limitless number of units.  

 

Q: if two Vampire attack one unit, does each Vampire get one extra die to roll, or only one Vampire gets 

it? 

A: The Vampire gets an extra die only because he is holding in captive the soul of the defeated unit; 

therefore, only the Vampire who is holding the unit will get an extra die, not both of the Vampire. 

 

Q: What if the Vampire is part of a coordinated attack, and is attacking with the help of other units, will 

he be able to keep the defeated unit under him? 

A: Yes. Even though, the Vampire wasn’t the only attacker, he is eligible to keep the enemy unit. 
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Q: What if the Vampire wasn’t the perpetrator of the attack, but rather was attacked by other units, and 

still won the battle, can he keep the attacking units? 

A: Yes. The Vampire keeps any unit he defeated regardless of if he was the attacker or the attacked. This 

is of course as long as the attacking unit is in the Vampire range (see next question). 

 

Q: What if the Vampire is using a coordinated attack to attack multiple units, or is attacked by several 

enemy units and still wins, can he keep the soul of all enemy units or only one soul? 

A: The Vampire can collect the souls of all enemy units as long as they are in his range. Meaning, if the 

Vampire, let say, was attacked by (or attacked) an Orcish Flame Thrower and a Rhino Rider, and won, 

the Vampire will be able to keep the Rhino Rider because he is a melee unit, but he will not be able to 

keep the flame thrower if the flame thrower stood out of the Vampire’s range.  

 

Q: Am I allowed to attack with the Vampire my own units so I can strengthen the Vampire’s power? 

A: No. The Vampire cannot attack friendly units.  

 

Q: If the Vampire holds an enemy unit, and the other player wants to train this type of unit but can’t 

because he doesn’t have any more cards, can the other player demand the return of his lost unit? 

A: No. The Vampire keeps all the defeated units under him until he loses and is taken off the playing 

board.  

 

Q:  What if the Vampire attacks another player’s soul trapper who has kept souls under him, will the 

Vampire also collect the trapped souls of the enemy unit?  

A: Yes. The Vampire will add to his soul collection the enemy’s soul trapper and all the units he had 

under him. However, if part of the trapped souls belongs to the Vampire’s team (The Undead), the 

Vampire will not be able to keep them.  

 

Q: What if the Vampire has enemy souls under him, then loses in a battle, but is then resurrected by the 

Necromancer, will he still have the collected souls? 

A: Yes. As long as the vampire hasn’t completely died, he does not release his souls. 

 

Q: If a friendly unit stands on a Star of Power, will the Vampire’s collected soul also get +2 basic strength 

each? 

A: No. The soul needs a body to receive +2 strength.  
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The Necromancer – One of the Unit Enhancers  

Necromancer (A) – can resurrect any defeated unit as long as the defeated unit 

is within his range and that it was defeated at the same round. If more than one 

round passed, the necromancer will not be able to resurrect the fallen. The 

fallen unit will be resurrected only in the same square as it died in.  

 

Q: Can a Necromancer attack after he casted a spell? 

A: No. The resurrection is considered an attack already. 

 

Q: Can a Necromancer resurrect himself? 

A: No. A Necromancer cannot cast spells on himself. 

 

Q: Can a Necromancer resurrect another Necromancer? 

A: Yes. The Necromancer can resurrect any other friendly unit. 

 

Q: Can a Necromancer also resurrect units that are bigger than him, such as the Mutant Corpse or the 

Skull Dragon? 

A: Yes. The Necromancer can resurrect any other friendly unit.  

 

Q: If a unit lost in a battle, and in the same turn was resurrected by a Necromancer, can the unit move 

and attack again? 

A: Yes. The unit is also revived, so it gets its power back, and it can move and attack again. 

 

Q: Can a Necromancer resurrect a dead unit in a square that is now occupied by an enemy unit? 

A: No. If an enemy unit stands on the square in which the friendly unit has died, the Necromancer loses 

his ability to resurrect.  

 

Q: Can a Necromancer resurrect enemy units and use them? 

A: No. Only the Undead can be resurrected. 
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Q: If the Necromancer resurrects a fallen Vampire that collected souls, will the Vampire get his souls 

back? 

A: Yes. As long as the vampire hasn’t completely died, he does not release his souls. 

 

Mutant Corpse- One of the Tanks 

Mutant Corpse (P) – this massive stinky unit sends a plague throughout the 

game board he is on. The defending player needs to roll one die for each of 

his units; if one of the units gets 1, it loses and dies. This is an excellent skill 

against a multitude of units. If there are two or three enemy teams on the 

board, they all must roll.  

 

Q: Can a Mutant Corpse attack after he spread the plague? 

A: Yes. The Plague is a passive skill.  

 

Q: Does the plague also affect units within fortresses? 

A: Yes. All units on the board need to roll the dice, regardless of their location. 

 

Q: If a unit within a fortress has been affected by the plague and died, does the fortress and banner fall 

as well? 

A: No. The fortress is the buildings and palaces, so they do not fall.  

 

Q: Can a player roll several dice together, and after the roll decide which units he wants to eliminate?  

A: No. before each roll, the player needs to explicitly point out the unit he is rolling for. Therefore also, 

the player needs to roll one dice at a time, for each specified unit.  

 

Q: If there are two Mutant Corpses on the playing board, does each enemy unit need to roll once or 

twice? 

A: Because there are two Mutant Corpses on the board, there are two separate plagues, and each 

enemy unit will need to roll twice.  
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Skull Dragon – One of the Four Great Dragons.  

Skull Dragon (P) - it can fly and stand on water and cross squares with enemy 

units. It also acts like a star of power and adds +2 basic strength to all the 

units in his tribe. 

 

 

Q: Does a Skull Dragon provides +2 in strength to all friendly units or only to the friendly units on his 

board? 

A: The Skull Dragon adds +2 strength to all friendly units regardless to the board they are standing on. 

 

Q: Does these +2 strengths affect both units which are attacking and units who are being attacked, or 

only attacking units?  

A: This skill affects all units equally, also when they are being attacked. 

 

Q:  Can a banner also receive +2 strength in his defence? 

A: No. This skill only influences units, not fortresses.  

 

 


